Department of English Presenters
Scholarships and Prizes 2012

Mary A. and Joseph E. Snyder Endowed Honors Scholarship
Dale Mugler

Laura Jane Keister Memorial Essay Prize in Literature
Alan Ambrisco, Patrick Chura, Antonia Forster

John T. Dukes Memorial Essay Prize in Composition Studies
Janet Bean, Julie Drew, Lance Svehla

Othella and Hilah Dukes Memorial Scholarship
Alan Ambrisco, Diana Reep, Lance Svehla

Calista Cummings Prize
Patrick Chura, Antonia Forster, Diana Reep

Donald Miller Professional Writing Prize
Tom Dukes, Diana Reep, Bill Thelin

Mary Mostenic Award for Composition Scholarship
Tom Dukes, David Giffels, Jim Wallace

A.D. and Frances Wilson Memorial Grant
Mary Biddinger, Tom Dukes, Eric Wasserman

The Mary K. Kirtz Literary Essay Prize in International Literature
Alan Ambrisco, Tom Dukes, Bob Pope

Carl H. and Dorothy S. Bauer Scholarship
Julie Drew, Hillary Nunn, Art Palacas, Bob Pope

Alpha Omega Dukes Memorial Promising Fiction Writer Award
David Giffels, Bob Pope, Eric Wasserman

Marian Smith Short Story Prize
David Giffels, Bob Pope, Eric Wasserman

Zora M. Ledinko Endowed Memorial Scholarship
Mary Biddinger, Eric Birdsall, Eric Wasserman

Sam Ella Dukes Memorial Poetry Prize
Mary Biddinger, Eric Birdsall, Eric Wasserman

Dorris B. Harris Endowed Scholarship
Eric Birdsall, Jon Miller, Bill Thelin

Dr. John Samuel Phillipson, Jr. Scholarship
Eric Birdsall, Jon Miller, Bill Thelin

Lois E. Finley Memorial Scholarship
Eric Birdsall, Jon Miller, Bill Thelin

Literary Guild Excellence in Literary Criticism Prize
Patrick Chura, Jon Miller, Hillary Nunn, Evan Chaloupka

Literary Guild Student Service Prize
Hillary Nunn, Eric Wasserman, Sara Ehret

Frank Pixley Memorial Fund Scholarship
Janet Bean, Joseph Ceccio, Art Palacas

Shakespeare Essay Prize Contest
Joseph Ceccio